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Prediction of Burnout - Felix Ladst„tter 2008-05
This Study about burnout in nurses takes a different approach than all
prior empirical work on this topic given that nonlinear relationships
between job stressors, personal factors and the three burnout
dimensions are investigated using artificial neural networks, a type of
computer simulation that is especially well suited to capturing
nonlinearities in data. The burnout process is related to organizational,
personal, interpersonal, social, and cultural variables and these
relationships are not exclusively linear. Due to this nonlinearity,
hierarchical stepwise multiple regression or other linear statistical
methods, may perhaps not be the most suitable method to analyze the
data effectively. Compounding the dilemma is that multiple linear
regression returns no direct indicator with regard to whether the data is
best portrayed linearly. In standard least squares linear regression, the
model has to be specified previously and assumptions have to be made
concerning the underlying relationship between independent variables
and dependent variables. Since by default, the relationship is often
assumed to be linear, the regression line can be erroneous even though
the error of the fit can be small. Artificial neural networks do not have
these limitations with nonlinearities and are therefore predestined for
the analysis of nonlinear relationships.This study is a complex research
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of burnout that includes socio-demographic characteristics, job stressors,
and hardy personality. Typically, studies on burnout have investigated
primarily the effects of organizational factors. Recently, authors revealed
and confirmed the important effects of personality variables on the
burnout process.The objective of developing an instrument to predict
burnout (NuBuNet abbreviation for Nursing Burnout Network) in nurses
is accomplished by using two different types of artificial neural networks:
A three-layer feed-forward network with the gradient decent backpropagation training algorithm and a radial basis function network with
two different training algorithms: the pseudo inverse algorithm and a
hybrid algorithm. The implementation of the artificial neural networks
used in this study is carried out in a MATLAB development environment.
Instead of writing each artificial neural network as a stand-alone
program, an object-oriented programming style is chosen to include all
functions into one single system. Three artificial neural networks are
implemented in the technical part of this study. A self-organizing map, a
three-layer back-propagation network, and a radial basis function
network. Whereas the self-organizing map is only used in the data
preparation process, the back-propagation network and the radial basis
function network is used in the burnout model approximation.After an
exhaustive training and simulation session including more than 150
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networks and an analysis of all results, the network with the best results
is chosen to be compared to the hierarchical stepwise multiple
regression.The network paradigms are better suited for the analysis of
burnout than hierarchical stepwise multiple regression. Both can capture
nonlinear relationships that are relevant for theory development. At
predicting the three burnout sub-dimensions emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization, and lack of personal accomplishment however, the
radial basis function network is slightly better than the three-layer feedforward network.
Evapotranspiration - Megh R Goyal 2013-09-26
This book covers topics on the basic models, assessments, and
techniques to calculate evapotranspiration (ET) for practical applications
in agriculture, forestry, and urban science. This simple and thorough
guide provides the information and techniques necessary to develop,
manage, interpret, and apply evapotranspiration ET data to practical
applications. The simplicity of the contents assists technicians in
developing ET data for effective water management.
Advances in Data Mining. Applications and Theoretical Aspects - Petra
Perner 2009-07-09
This volume comprises the proceedings of the Industrial Conference on
Data Mining (ICDM 2009) held in Leipzig (www.data-mining-forum.de).
For this edition the Program Committee received 130 submissions. After
the pe- review process, we accepted 32 high-quality papers for oral
presentation that are included in this book. The topics range from
theoretical aspects of data mining to app- cations of data mining, such as
on multimedia data, in marketing, finance and telec- munication, in
medicine and agriculture, and in process control, industry and society.
Ten papers were selected for poster presentations that are published in
the ICDM Poster Proceedings Volume by ibai-publishing
(www.ibai-publishing.org). In conjunction with ICDM two workshops
were run focusing on special hot app- cation-oriented topics in data
mining. The workshop Data Mining in Marketing DMM 2009 was run for
the second time. The papers are published in a separate workshop book
“Advances in Data Mining on Markting” by ibai-publishing
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(www.ibai-publishing.org). The Workshop on Case-Based Reasoning for
Multimedia Data CBR-MD ran for the second year. The papers are
published in a special issue of the International Journal of Transactios on
Case-Based Reasoning (www.ibai-publishing.org/journal/cbr).
Advances in Data and Information Sciences - Mohan L. Kolhe
2018-06-28
The book gathers a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research
papers presented at the International Conference on Data and
Information Systems (ICDIS 2017), held at Indira Gandhi National Tribal
University, India from November 3 to 4, 2017. The book covers all
aspects of computational sciences and information security. In chapters
written by leading researchers, developers and practitioner from
academia and industry, it highlights the latest developments and
technical solutions, helping readers from the computer industry
capitalize on key advances in next-generation computer and
communication technology.
Control Engineering and Information Systems - Zhijing Liu 2015-01-19
Control Engineering and Information Systems contains the papers
presented at the 2014 International Conference on Control Engineering
and Information Systems (ICCEIS 2014, Yueyang, Hunan, China, 20-22
June 2014). All major aspects of the theory and applications of control
engineering and information systems are addressed, including: –
Intelligent systems – Teaching cases – Pattern recognition – Industry
application – Machine learning – Systems science and systems
engineering – Data mining – Optimization – Business process
management – Evolution of public sector ICT – IS economics – IS security
and privacy – Personal data markets – Wireless ad hoc and sensor
networks – Database and system security – Application of spatial
information system – Other related areas Control Engineering and
Information Systems provides a valuable source of information for
scholars, researchers and academics in control engineering and
information systems.
Artificial Neural Network Applications in Business and Engineering - Do,
Quang Hung 2021-01-08
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In today’s modernized market, various disciplines continue to search for
universally functional technologies that improve upon traditional
processes. Artificial neural networks are a set of statistical modeling
tools that are capable of processing nonlinear data with strong accuracy.
Due to their complexity, utilizing their potential was previously seen as a
challenge. However, with the development of artificial intelligence, this
technology has proven to be an effective and efficient problem-solving
method. Artificial Neural Network Applications in Business and
Engineering is an essential reference source that illustrates recent
advancements of artificial neural networks in various professional fields,
accompanied by specific case studies and practical examples. Featuring
research on topics such as training algorithms, transportation, and
computer security, this book is ideally designed for researchers,
students, developers, managers, engineers, academicians, industrialists,
policymakers, and educators seeking coverage on modern trends in
artificial neural networks and their real-world implementations.
'Fundamentals of Image, Audio, and Video Processing Using MATLAB®'
and 'Fundamentals of Graphics Using MATLAB®' - Ranjan Parekh
2021-07-01
This discounted two-book set contains BOTH: Fundamentals of Image,
Audio, and Video Processing Using MATLAB® introduces the concepts
and principles of media processing and its applications in pattern
recognition by adopting a hands-on approach using program
implementations. The book covers the tools and techniques for reading,
modifying, and writing image, audio, and video files using the data
analysis and visualization tool MATLAB®. This is a perfect companion for
graduate and post-graduate students studying courses on image
processing, speech and language processing, signal processing, video
object detection and tracking, and related multimedia technologies, with
a focus on practical implementations using programming constructs and
skill developments. It will also appeal to researchers in the field of
pattern recognition, computer vision and content-based retrieval, and for
students of MATLAB® courses dealing with media processing, statistical
analysis, and data visualization. Fundamentals of Graphics Using
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MATLAB® introduces fundamental concepts and principles of 2D and 3D
graphics and is written for undergraduate and postgraduate students of
computer science, graphics, multimedia, and data science. It
demonstrates the use of MATLAB® programming for solving problems
related to graphics and discusses a variety of visualization tools to
generate graphs and plots. The book covers important concepts like
transformation, projection, surface generation, parametric
representation, curve fitting, interpolation, vector representation, and
texture mapping, all of which can be used in a wide variety of
educational and research fields. Theoretical concepts are illustrated
using a large number of practical examples and programming codes,
which can be used to visualize and verify the results.
BIG DATA ANALYTICS: CLUSTER ANALYSIS AND PATTERN
RECOGNITION. EXAMPLES WITH MATLAB - C. PEREZ 2020-06-01
Big data analytics examines large amounts of data to uncover hidden
patterns, correlations and other insights. MATLAB has the tool Neural
Network Toolbox (Deep Learning Toolbox from version 18) that provides
algorithms, functions, and apps to create, train, visualize, and simulate
neural networks. You can perform classification, regression, clustering,
dimensionality reduction, time-series forecasting, and dynamic system
modeling and control.The toolbox includes convolutional neural network
and autoencoder deep learning algorithms for image classification and
feature learning tasks. To speed up training of large data sets, you can
distribute computations and data across multicore processors, GPUs, and
computer clusters using Big Data tools (Parallel Computing Toolbox).
Unsupervised learning algorithms, including self-organizing maps and
competitive layers-Apps for data-fitting, pattern recognition, and
clustering-Preprocessing, postprocessing, and network visualization for
improving training efficiency and assessing network performance. This
book develops cluster analysis and pattern recognition
Prognostics and Health Management of Engineering Systems Nam-Ho Kim 2016-10-24
This book introduces the methods for predicting the future behavior of a
system’s health and the remaining useful life to determine an
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appropriate maintenance schedule. The authors introduce the history,
industrial applications, algorithms, and benefits and challenges of PHM
(Prognostics and Health Management) to help readers understand this
highly interdisciplinary engineering approach that incorporates sensing
technologies, physics of failure, machine learning, modern statistics, and
reliability engineering. It is ideal for beginners because it introduces
various prognostics algorithms and explains their attributes, pros and
cons in terms of model definition, model parameter estimation, and
ability to handle noise and bias in data, allowing readers to select the
appropriate methods for their fields of application.Among the many
topics discussed in-depth are:• Prognostics tutorials using least-squares•
Bayesian inference and parameter estimation• Physics-based prognostics
algorithms including nonlinear least squares, Bayesian method, and
particle filter• Data-driven prognostics algorithms including Gaussian
process regression and neural network• Comparison of different
prognostics algorithms divThe authors also present several applications
of prognostics in practical engineering systems, including wear in a
revolute joint, fatigue crack growth in a panel, prognostics using
accelerated life test data, fatigue damage in bearings, and more.
Prognostics tutorials with a Matlab code using simple examples are
provided, along with a companion website that presents Matlab
programs for different algorithms as well as measurement data. Each
chapter contains a comprehensive set of exercise problems, some of
which require Matlab programs, making this an ideal book for graduate
students in mechanical, civil, aerospace, electrical, and industrial
engineering and engineering mechanics, as well as researchers and
maintenance engineers in the above fields.
Recent Advances in Smart Manufacturing and Materials - Rajeev
Agrawal 2021-07-22
This book presents select proceedings of the International Conference on
Evolution in Manufacturing (ICEM 2020), and examines a range of areas
including internet-of-things for cyber manufacturing, data analytics for
manufacturing systems and processes and materials. The topics covered
include modeling simulation and decision making in cyber physical
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systems for supporting engineering and production management,
innovative approach in materials development, biomaterial applications,
and advancement in manufacturing and material technologies. The book
also discusses sustainability in manufacturing and supply chain
management including circular economy. The book will be a valuable
reference for beginners, researchers, and professionals interested in
smart manufacturing in engineering, production management and
materials technology.
Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Engineering - Xiao-Zhi Gao
2021-05-10
This book presents best selected papers presented at the First Global
Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Applications (GCAIA 2020),
organized by the University of Engineering & Management, Jaipur, India,
during 8–10 September 2020. The proceeding will be targeting the
current research works in the domain of intelligent systems and artificial
intelligence.
Advances in Energy and Environment - Rafid Al Khaddar 2021-04-20
This book comprises select papers presented at the International
Conference on Trends and Recent Advances in Civil Engineering (TRACE
2020). This book covers papers on contemporary renewable energy and
environmental technologies which include water purification, water
distribution network, use of solar energy for electricity production, waste
management, greening of buildings and air quality analysis. In all,
twenty-three papers have been selected for publication. It is believed
that this book will be useful to a fairly wide spectrum of audience like
researchers, application engineers and industry managers.
Intelligent Communication Technologies and Virtual Mobile Networks S. Balaji 2019-08-12
This book presents the outcomes of the Intelligent Communication
Technologies and Virtual Mobile Networks Conference (ICICV 2019) held
in Tirunelveli, India, on February 14–15, 2019. It presents the state of
the art in the field, identifying emerging research topics and
communication technologies and defining the future of intelligent
communication approaches and virtual computing. In light of the
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tremendous growth ICT, it examines the rapid developments in virtual
reality in communication technology and high-quality services in mobile
networks, including the integration of virtual mobile computing and
communication technologies, which permits new technologies based on
the resources and services of computational intelligence, big data
analytics, Internet of Things (IoT), 5G technology, automation systems,
sensor networks, augmented reality, data mining, and vehicular ad hoc
networks with massive cloud-based backend. These services have a
significant impact on all areas of daily life, like transportation, ecommerce, health care, secure communication, location detection, smart
home, smart city, social networks and many more.
Knowledge-Based Intelligent Information and Engineering
Systems - Ignac Lovrek 2008-09-20
The three volume set LNAI 5177, LNAI 5178, and LNAI 5179, constitutes
the refereed proceedings of the 12th International Conference on
Knowledge-Based Intelligent Information and Engineering Systems, KES
2008, held in Zagreb, Croatia, in September 2008. The 316 revised
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected. The papers
present a wealth of original research results from the field of intelligent
information processing in the broadest sense; topics covered in the
second volume are artificial intelligence driven engineering design
optimization; biomedical informatics: intelligent information
management from nanomedicine to public health; communicative
intelligence; computational intelligence for image processing and pattern
recognition; computational intelligence in human cancer research;
computational intelligence techniques for Web personalization;
computational intelligent techniques for bioprocess modelling,
monitoring and control; intelligent computing for Grid; intelligent
security techniques; intelligent utilization of soft computing techniques;
reasoning-based intelligent systems: relevant reasoning for discovery
and prediction; spatio-temporal database concept support for organizing
virtual earth; advanced knowledge-based systems; chance discovery;
innovation-oriented knowledge management platform; knowledge-based
creativity support systems; knowledge-based interface systems;
matlab-code-for-feedforward-backpropagation-neural-network

knowledge-based multi-criteria decision support; and knowledge-based
systems for e-business.
Soft Computing for Hybrid Intelligent Systems - Oscar Castillo
2008-08-25
We describe in this book, new methods and applications of hybrid
intelligent systems using soft computing techniques. Soft Computing
(SC) consists of several intelligent computing paradigms, including fuzzy
logic, neural networks, and evolutionary al- rithms, which can be used to
produce powerful hybrid intelligent systems. The book is organized in
five main parts, which contain a group of papers around a similar
subject. The first part consists of papers with the main theme of
intelligent control, which are basically papers that use hybrid systems to
solve particular problems of control. The second part contains papers
with the main theme of pattern recognition, which are basically papers
using soft computing techniques for achieving pattern recognition in
different applications. The third part contains papers with the themes of
intelligent agents and social systems, which are papers that apply the
ideas of agents and social behavior to solve real-world problems. The
fourth part contains papers that deal with the hardware implementation
of intelligent systems for solving particular problems. The fifth part
contains papers that deal with modeling, simulation and optimization for
real-world applications.
Artificial Neural Networks as Models of Neural Information
Processing - Marcel van Gerven 2018-02-01
Modern neural networks gave rise to major breakthroughs in several
research areas. In neuroscience, we are witnessing a reappraisal of
neural network theory and its relevance for understanding information
processing in biological systems. The research presented in this book
provides various perspectives on the use of artificial neural networks as
models of neural information processing. We consider the biological
plausibility of neural networks, performance improvements, spiking
neural networks and the use of neural networks for understanding brain
function.
Advances in Machine Learning Research and Application: 2013
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Edition - 2013-06-21
Advances in Machine Learning Research and Application: 2013 Edition is
a ScholarlyEditions™ book that delivers timely, authoritative, and
comprehensive information about Artificial Intelligence. The editors have
built Advances in Machine Learning Research and Application: 2013
Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can
expect the information about Artificial Intelligence in this book to be
deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently
reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Advances
in Machine Learning Research and Application: 2013 Edition has been
produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research
institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed
sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a
source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More
information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Emerging Trends in Computing, Informatics, Systems Sciences,
and Engineering - Tarek Sobh 2012-08-14
Emerging Trends in Computing, Informatics, Systems Sciences, and
Engineering includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class
manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects
in the areas of Industrial Electronics, Technology & Automation,
Telecommunications and Networking, Systems, Computing Sciences and
Software Engineering, Engineering Education, Instructional Technology,
Assessment, and E-learning. This book includes the proceedings of the
International Joint Conferences on Computer, Information, and Systems
Sciences, and Engineering (CISSE 2010). The proceedings are a set of
rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts presenting the state of
international practice in Innovative Algorithms and Techniques in
Automation, Industrial Electronics and Telecommunications.
Matlab: Demystified Basic Concepts and Applications - Sarma K.K.
Over the years, MATLAB has evolved into a powerful tool that provides
assistance to professionals, scientists and engineers in diversifying their
areas of expertise. Teachers and students alike have accepted the fact
matlab-code-for-feedforward-backpropagation-neural-network

that very few choices exist to replace MATLAB as a tool that helps
enhance the ability to understand and visualize. The effort here is to help
the fledgling learner know the basic ideas and principles behind
programming in MATLAB and the application of the vast storehouse of
tools available in the library and supporting documentation.
First International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive
Computing - Raju Surampudi Bapi 2018-11-04
This book presents original research works by researchers, engineers
and practitioners in the field of artificial intelligence and cognitive
computing. The book is divided into two parts, the first of which focuses
on artificial intelligence (AI), knowledge representation, planning,
learning, scheduling, perception-reactive AI systems, evolutionary
computing and other topics related to intelligent systems and
computational intelligence. In turn, the second part focuses on cognitive
computing, cognitive science and cognitive informatics. It also discusses
applications of cognitive computing in medical informatics, structural
health monitoring, computational intelligence, intelligent control
systems, bio-informatics, smart manufacturing, smart grids, image/video
processing, video analytics, medical image and signal processing, and
knowledge engineering, as well as related applications.
Fundamentals of Image, Audio, and Video Processing Using
MATLAB® - Ranjan Parekh 2021-04-16
Fundamentals of Image, Audio, and Video Processing Using MATLAB®
introduces the concepts and principles of media processing and its
applications in pattern recognition by adopting a hands-on approach
using program implementations. The book covers the tools and
techniques for reading, modifying, and writing image, audio, and video
files using the data analysis and visualization tool MATLAB®. Key
Features: Covers fundamental concepts of image, audio, and video
processing Demonstrates the use of MATLAB® on solving problems on
media processing Discusses important features of Image Processing
Toolbox, Audio System Toolbox, and Computer Vision Toolbox MATLAB®
codes are provided as answers to specific problems Illustrates the use of
Simulink for audio and video processing Handles processing techniques
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in both the Spatio-Temporal domain and Frequency domain This is a
perfect companion for graduate and post-graduate students studying
courses on image processing, speech and language processing, signal
processing, video object detection and tracking, and related multimedia
technologies, with a focus on practical implementations using
programming constructs and skill developments. It will also appeal to
researchers in the field of pattern recognition, computer vision and
content-based retrieval, and for students of MATLAB® courses dealing
with media processing, statistical analysis, and data visualization. Dr.
Ranjan Parekh, PhD (Engineering), is Professor at the School of
Education Technology, Jadavpur University, Calcutta, India, and is
involved with teaching subjects related to Graphics and Multimedia at
the post-graduate level. His research interest includes multimedia
information processing, pattern recognition, and computer vision.
Intelligent Renewable Energy Systems - Neeraj Priyadarshi
2022-01-19
INTELLIGENT RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS This collection of
papers on artificial intelligence and other methods for improving
renewable energy systems, written by industry experts, is a reflection of
the state of the art, a must-have for engineers, maintenance personnel,
students, and anyone else wanting to stay abreast with current energy
systems concepts and technology. Renewable energy is one of the most
important subjects being studied, researched, and advanced in today’s
world. From a macro level, like the stabilization of the entire world’s
economy, to the micro level, like how you are going to heat or cool your
home tonight, energy, specifically renewable energy, is on the forefront
of the discussion. This book illustrates modelling, simulation, design and
control of renewable energy systems employed with recent artificial
intelligence (AI) and optimization techniques for performance
enhancement. Current renewable energy sources have less power
conversion efficiency because of its intermittent and fluctuating
behavior. Therefore, in this regard, the recent AI and optimization
techniques are able to deal with data ambiguity, noise, imprecision, and
nonlinear behavior of renewable energy sources more efficiently
matlab-code-for-feedforward-backpropagation-neural-network

compared to classical soft computing techniques. This book provides an
extensive analysis of recent state of the art AI and optimization
techniques applied to green energy systems. Subsequently, researchers,
industry persons, undergraduate and graduate students involved in
green energy will greatly benefit from this comprehensive volume, a
must-have for any library. Audience Engineers, scientists, managers,
researchers, students, and other professionals working in the field of
renewable energy.
A First Course in Fuzzy and Neural Control - Hung T. Nguyen
2002-11-12
Although the use of fuzzy control methods has grown nearly to the level
of classical control, the true understanding of fuzzy control lags seriously
behind. Moreover, most engineers are well versed in either traditional
control or in fuzzy control-rarely both. Each has applications for which it
is better suited, but without a good understanding of both, engineers
cannot make a sound determination of which technique to use for a given
situation. A First Course in Fuzzy and Neural Control is designed to build
the foundation needed to make those decisions. It begins with an
introduction to standard control theory, then makes a smooth transition
to complex problems that require innovative fuzzy, neural, and fuzzyneural techniques. For each method, the authors clearly answer the
questions: What is this new control method? Why is it needed? How is it
implemented? Real-world examples, exercises, and ideas for student
projects reinforce the concepts presented. Developed from lecture notes
for a highly successful course titled The Fundamentals of Soft
Computing, the text is written in the same reader-friendly style as the
authors' popular A First Course in Fuzzy Logic text. A First Course in
Fuzzy and Neural Control requires only a basic background in
mathematics and engineering and does not overwhelm students with
unnecessary material but serves to motivate them toward more advanced
studies.
UNSUPERVISED LEARNING TECHNIQUES: PATTERN RECOGNITION.
EXAMPLES WITH MATLAB - César Pérez López 2020-06-22
Machine learning uses two types of techniques: supervised learning,
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which trains a model on known input and output data so that it can
predict future outputs, and unsupervised learning, which finds hidden
patterns or intrinsic structures in input data. Unsupervised learning finds
hidden patterns or intrinsic structures in data. It is used to draw
inferences from datasets consisting of input data without labeled
responses. Clustering is the most common unsupervised learning
technique. It is used for exploratory data analysis to find hidden patterns
or groupings in data. Applications for clustering include gene sequence
analysis, market research, and object recognition. This book develops
pattern recognition techniques.
Optimization of Power System Problems - Mahmoud Pesaran Hajiabbas
2020-01-06
This book presents integrated optimization methods and algorithms for
power system problems along with their codes in MATLAB. Providing a
reliable and secure power and energy system is one of the main
challenges of the new era. Due to the nonlinear multi-objective nature of
these problems, the traditional methods are not suitable approaches for
solving large-scale power system operation dilemmas. The integration of
optimization algorithms into power systems has been discussed in
several textbooks, but this is the first to include the integration methods
and the developed codes. As such, it is a useful resource for
undergraduate and graduate students, researchers and engineers trying
to solve power and energy optimization problems using modern technical
and intelligent systems based on theory and application case studies. It is
expected that readers have a basic mathematical background.
Advances in Hydroinformatics - Philippe Gourbesville 2022-10-24
This book includes a collection of extended papers based on
presentations given during the SIMHYDRO 2021 conference, held in
Sophia Antipolis in June 2021 with the support of French Hydrotechnic
Society (SHF). It focused on "Models for complex and global water
issues—Practices and expectations”. The water field is continuously
mobilizing models for addressing complex issues and new challenges.
Within the context of the climate change, the water issues are
exacerbated with the competition among uses. The limited water
matlab-code-for-feedforward-backpropagation-neural-network

resources request from the modern societies to review some of the
historical paradigms traditionally used and to promote new approaches
for a sustainable management. The combined complexity and
vulnerability of large urban environments request a deep understanding
of water uses and environmental synergy. At the same time, waterrelated natural hazards are contentiously straightening modern societies
that must adapt and implement a more resilient environment. In parallel,
in the industrial sector, the search for a high level of efficiency for
hydraulic machinery requests to simulate complex processes. Under all
these situations, the models currently used represent only partly the
physical phenomena involved, the scale of the processes, the hypothesis
included within the different numerical tools, etc. The design and the
operation of relevant models represent a challenging task for the
modeller who is responsible of the knowledge part of a global system
that is dedicated to support the decision makers. The book explores both
the limitations and performance of current models and presents the
latest developments based on new numerical schemes, high-performance
computing, multi-physics and multi-scales methods, and better
interaction with field or scale model data. It addresses the interests of
practitioners, stakeholders, researchers, and engineers active in this
field.
Advances in Neural Networks - ISNN 2007 - Derong Liu 2007-07-14
This book is part of a three volume set that constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 4th International Symposium on Neural Networks,
ISNN 2007, held in Nanjing, China in June 2007. Coverage includes
neural networks for control applications, robotics, data mining and
feature extraction, chaos and synchronization, support vector machines,
fault diagnosis/detection, image/video processing, and applications of
neural networks.
Artificial Neural Networks - Kevin L. Priddy 2005
This tutorial text provides the reader with an understanding of artificial
neural networks (ANNs), and their application, beginning with the
biological systems which inspired them, through the learning methods
that have been developed, and the data collection processes, to the many
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ways ANNs are being used today. The material is presented with a
minimum of math (although the mathematical details are included in the
appendices for interested readers), and with a maximum of hands-on
experience. All specialized terms are included in a glossary. The result is
a highly readable text that will teach the engineer the guiding principles
necessary to use and apply artificial neural networks.
SUPERVISED LEARNING TECHNIQUES. TIME SERIES
FORECASTING. EXAMPLES WITH NEURAL NETWORKS AND
MATLAB - César Pérez López 2020-06-23
Machine learning uses two types of techniques: supervised learning,
which trains a model on known input and output data so that it can
predict future outputs, and unsupervised learning, which finds hidden
patterns or intrinsic structures in input data. The aim of supervised
machine learning is to build a model that makes predictions based on
evidence in the presence of uncertainty. A supervised learning algorithm
takes a known set of input data and known responses to the data (output)
and trains a model to generate reasonable predictions for the response to
new data. Supervised learning uses classification and regression
techniques to develop predictive models. • Classification techniques
predict categorical responses, for example, whether an email is genuine
or spam, or whether a tumor is cancerous or benign. Classification
models classify input data into categories. Typical applications include
medical imaging, image and speech recognition, and credit scoring. •
Regression techniques predict continuous responses, for example,
changes in temperature or fluctuations in power demand. Typical
applications include electricity load forecasting and algorithmic trading.
This book develops time series forecasting techniques using neural
networks
Digital Mapping of Soil Landscape Parameters - Pradeep Kumar
Garg 2020-02-20
This book addresses the mapping of soil-landscape parameters in the
geospatial domain. It begins by discussing the fundamental concepts,
and then explains how machine learning and geomatics can be applied
for more efficient mapping and to improve our understanding and
matlab-code-for-feedforward-backpropagation-neural-network

management of ‘soil’. The judicious utilization of a piece of land is one of
the biggest and most important current challenges, especially in light of
the rapid global urbanization, which requires continuous monitoring of
resource consumption. The book provides a clear overview of how
machine learning can be used to analyze remote sensing data to monitor
the key parameters, below, at, and above the surface. It not only offers
insights into the approaches, but also allows readers to learn about the
challenges and issues associated with the digital mapping of these
parameters and to gain a better understanding of the selection of data to
represent soil-landscape relationships as well as the complex and
interconnected links between soil-landscape parameters under a range of
soil and climatic conditions. Lastly, the book sheds light on using the
network of satellite-based Earth observations to provide solutions toward
smart farming and smart land management.
NASA Tech Briefs - 1994
Modeling and Simulation of Environmental Systems - Satya Prakash
Maurya 2022-09-01
This book presents an overview of modeling and simulation of
environmental systems via diverse research problems and pertinent case
studies. It is divided into four parts covering sustainable water resources
modeling, air pollution modeling, Internet of Things (IoT) based
applications in environmental systems, and future algorithms and
conceptual frameworks in environmental systems. Each of the chapters
demonstrate how the models, indicators, and ecological processes could
be applied directly in the environmental sub-disciplines. It includes range
of concepts and case studies focusing on a holistic management
approach at the global level for environmental practitioners. Features:
Covers computational approaches as applied to problems of air and
water pollution domain. Delivers generic methods of modeling with
spatio-temporal analyses using soft computation and programming
paradigms. Includes theoretical aspects of environmental processes with
their complexity and programmable mathematical approaches. Adopts a
realistic approach involving formulas, algorithms, and techniques to
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establish mathematical models/computations. Provides a pathway for
real-time implementation of complex modeling problem formulations
including case studies. This book is aimed at researchers, professionals
and graduate students in Environmental Engineering, Computational
Engineering/Computer Science, Modeling/Simulation, Environmental
Management, Environmental Modeling and Operations Research.
Unsaturated Soils, Two Volume Set - Eduardo E. Alonso 2010-09-02
In recent decades the development of unsaturated soil mechanics has
been remarkable, resulting in momentous advances in fundamental
knowledge, testing techniques, computational procedures, prediction
methodologies and geotechnical practice. The advances have spanned
the full spectrum of theory and practice. In addition, unsaturated
materials exhibiting complex behaviour such as residual soils, swelling
soils, compacted soils, collapsing soils, tropical soils and solid wastes
have been integrated in a common understanding of shared behaviour
features. It is also noteworthy that unsaturated soil mechanics has
proved surprisingly fruitful in expanding to other neighbouring areas
such as swelling rocks, rockfill mechanics, and freezing soils. As a
consequence, geotechnical engineering involving unsaturated soils can
be now approached from a more rational and systematic perspective
leading towards an improved and more effective practice. Unsaturated
Soils contains the papers presented at the 5th International Conference
on Unsaturated Soil (Barcelona, Spain, 6-8 September 2010). They report
significant advances in the areas of unsaturated soil behaviour, testing
techniques, constitutive and numerical modelling and applications. The
areas of application include soil-atmosphere interaction, foundations,
slopes, embankments, pavements, geoenviromental problems and
emerging topics. They are complemented by three keynote lectures and
three general reports covering general issues of modelling, testing and
applications. Unsaturated Soils is a comprehensive record of the state-ofthe art in unsaturated soil mechanics and a sound basis for further
progress in the future. The two volumes will serve as an essential
reference for academics, researchers and practitioners interested in
unsaturated soils.
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Biologically Rationalized Computing Techniques For Image Processing
Applications - Jude Hemanth 2017-08-15
This book introduces readers to innovative bio-inspired computing
techniques for image processing applications. It demonstrates how a
significant drawback of image processing – not providing the
simultaneous benefits of high accuracy and less complexity – can be
overcome, proposing bio-inspired methodologies to help do so. Besides
computing techniques, the book also sheds light on the various
application areas related to image processing, and weighs the pros and
cons of specific methodologies. Even though several such methodologies
are available, most of them do not provide the simultaneous benefits of
high accuracy and less complexity, which explains their low usage in
connection with practical imaging applications, such as the medical
scenario. Lastly, the book illustrates the methodologies in detail, making
it suitable for newcomers to the field and advanced researchers alike.
Sustainability in Biofuel Production Technology - Pratibha S.
Agrawal 2022-08-26
Sustainability in Biofuel Production Technology Explore current
challenges and the latest technologies in biofuel production In
Sustainability in Biofuel Production Technology, a team of engineers and
chemists delivers a thorough and accessible exploration of the source of
renewable energy biofuels poised to help conserve natural resources and
limit the impact of fossil fuel use. The book offers detailed information
about the challenges and trends in biodiesel production and includes
contributions from leading researchers in the field of biodiesel
production. Readers will explore aviation biofuels, biofuel production
technologies, reactor design and safety considerations, and the
modelling and simulation of biofuel production as they move through the
book’s 14 chapters. The authors also analyze the performance of biofuels
along with cost estimations and mathematical modeling of various
process parameters. Readers will also find: A thorough introduction to
biofuels, including their history, generation, classification, and relevant
technologies In-depth presentations of the production technologies of
biofuels, including chemical and biological production processes
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Comprehensive explorations of the utilization of biofuels in aviation,
including performance analyses and safety considerations Fulsome
discussions of key issues and challenges in biofuels production pathways
and the environmental effects of biofuels Perfect for academic
researchers and industrial scientists working in the biofuels, bioenergy,
catalysis, and materials science sectors, Sustainability in Biofuel
Production Technology will also be suitable for members of regulatory
bodies in the bioenergy sector.
Hybrid Artificial Intelligent Systems - Emilio Corchado 2011-05-25
The two LNAI volumes 6678 and 6679 constitute the proceedings of the
6th International Conference on Hybrid Artificial Intelligent Systems,
HAIS 2011, held in Wroclaw, Poland, in May 2011. The 114 papers
published in these proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected
from 241 submissions. They are organized in topical sessions on hybrid
intelligence systems on logistics and intelligent optimization;
metaheuristics for combinatorial optimization and modelling complex
systems; hybrid systems for context-based information fusion; methods of
classifier fusion; intelligent systems for data mining and applications;
systems, man, and cybernetics; hybrid artificial intelligence systems in
management of production systems; hybrid artificial intelligent systems
for medical applications; and hybrid intelligent approaches in
cooperative multi-robot systems.
Parametric Time-Frequency Domain Spatial Audio - Ville Pulkki
2017-10-11
A comprehensive guide that addresses the theory and practice of spatial
audio This book provides readers with the principles and best practices
in spatial audio signal processing. It describes how sound fields and their
perceptual attributes are captured and analyzed within the timefrequency domain, how essential representation parameters are coded,
and how such signals are efficiently reproduced for practical
applications. The book is split into four parts starting with an overview of
the fundamentals. It then goes on to explain the reproduction of spatial
sound before offering an examination of signal-dependent spatial
filtering. The book finishes with coverage of both current and future
matlab-code-for-feedforward-backpropagation-neural-network

applications and the direction that spatial audio research is heading in.
Parametric Time-frequency Domain Spatial Audio focuses on applications
in entertainment audio, including music, home cinema, and
gaming—covering the capturing and reproduction of spatial sound as
well as its generation, transduction, representation, transmission, and
perception. This book will teach readers the tools needed for such
processing, and provides an overview to existing research. It also shows
recent up-to-date projects and commercial applications built on top of the
systems. Provides an in-depth presentation of the principles, past
developments, state-of-the-art methods, and future research directions of
spatial audio technologies Includes contributions from leading
researchers in the field Offers MATLAB codes with selected chapters An
advanced book aimed at readers who are capable of digesting
mathematical expressions about digital signal processing and sound field
analysis, Parametric Time-frequency Domain Spatial Audio is best suited
for researchers in academia and in the audio industry.
MATLAB Machine Learning Recipes - Michael Paluszek 2019-01-31
Harness the power of MATLAB to resolve a wide range of machine
learning challenges. This book provides a series of examples of
technologies critical to machine learning. Each example solves a realworld problem. All code in MATLAB Machine Learning Recipes: A
Problem-Solution Approach is executable. The toolbox that the code uses
provides a complete set of functions needed to implement all aspects of
machine learning. Authors Michael Paluszek and Stephanie Thomas show
how all of these technologies allow the reader to build sophisticated
applications to solve problems with pattern recognition, autonomous
driving, expert systems, and much more. What you'll learn:How to write
code for machine learning, adaptive control and estimation using
MATLAB How these three areas complement each other How these three
areas are needed for robust machine learning applications How to use
MATLAB graphics and visualization tools for machine learning How to
code real world examples in MATLAB for major applications of machine
learning in big data Who is this book for: The primary audiences are
engineers, data scientists and students wanting a comprehensive and
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code cookbook rich in examples on machine learning using MATLAB.
Modular Neural Networks and Type-2 Fuzzy Systems for Pattern
Recognition - Patricia Melin 2011-10-25
This book describes hybrid intelligent systems using type-2 fuzzy logic
and modular neural networks for pattern recognition applications.
Hybrid intelligent systems combine several intelligent computing
paradigms, including fuzzy logic, neural networks, and bio-inspired
optimization algorithms, which can be used to produce powerful pattern
recognition systems. Type-2 fuzzy logic is an extension of traditional
type-1 fuzzy logic that enables managing higher levels of uncertainty in
complex real world problems, which are of particular importance in the
area of pattern recognition. The book is organized in three main parts,
each containing a group of chapters built around a similar subject. The
first part consists of chapters with the main theme of theory and design
algorithms, which are basically chapters that propose new models and
concepts, which are the basis for achieving intelligent pattern
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recognition. The second part contains chapters with the main theme of
using type-2 fuzzy models and modular neural networks with the aim of
designing intelligent systems for complex pattern recognition problems,
including iris, ear, face and voice recognition. The third part contains
chapters with the theme of evolutionary optimization of type-2 fuzzy
systems and modular neural networks in the area of intelligent pattern
recognition, which includes the application of genetic algorithms for
obtaining optimal type-2 fuzzy integration systems and ideal neural
network architectures for solving problems in this area.
Modern Approaches To Quality Control - Ahmed Badr Eldin 2011-11-09
Rapid advance have been made in the last decade in the quality control
procedures and techniques, most of the existing books try to cover
specific techniques with all of their details. The aim of this book is to
demonstrate quality control processes in a variety of areas, ranging from
pharmaceutical and medical fields to construction engineering and data
quality. A wide range of techniques and procedures have been covered.
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